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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Empiricism is a claim about the contents of the mind: its classic
slogan is nihil est in intellectu quod non fuerit in sensu, “there is
nothing in the mind (intellect, understanding) which is not ﬁrst in
the senses.” As such, it is not a claim about the fundamental
nature of the world as material. I focus here on in an instance of
what one might term the materialist appropriation of empiricism.
One major component in the transition from a purely
epistemological claim about the mind and its contents to an
ontological claim about the nature of the world is the new focus
on brain–mind relations in the eighteenth century. Here I examine
a Lockean trajectory as exempliﬁed in Joseph Priestley’s 1777
Disquisitions Relating to Matter and Spirit. However, Locke explicitly
ruled out that his inquiry into the logic of ideas amounted to a
“physical consideration of the mind.” What does it mean, then, for
Priestley to present himself as continuing a Lockean tradition,
while presenting mental processes as tightly identiﬁed with “an
organical structure such as that of the brain” (although he was
not making a strict identity claim as we might understand it, postSmart and Armstrong)? One issue here is that of Priestley’s source
of “empirical data” regarding the correlation and indeed
identiﬁcation of mental and cerebral processes. David Hartley’s
theory in his 1749 Observations on Man was, as is well known,
republished in abridged form by Priestley, but he discards
Hartley’s “vibratory neurophysiology” while retaining the
associationist framework, although not because he disagreed with
the former. Yet Hartley was, at the very least, strongly agnostic
about metaphysical issues (and it is diﬃcult to study these
authors while bracketing oﬀ religious considerations). One could
see Locke and Hartley as articulating programs for the study of
the mind which were more or less naturalistic (more strongly so in
Hartley’s case) while avoiding “materialism” per se; in contrast,
Priestley bit the (materialist) bullet. In this paper I examine
Priestley’s appropriation and reconstruction of this “microtradition,” while emphasizing its problems.

Locke; empiricism;
materialism;
neurophilosophy; Priestley

1. Introduction
My interest in what follows is in an instance of what one might term the materialist appropriation of empiricism. Setting aside recent (and important) revisions to our concept of
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early modern empiricism, which insist we cease to view it as strictly an “epistemological”
claim,1 if we consider empiricism to be a position (or group of positions) on the mind and
its contents, certain eighteenth-century episodes involve a striking transition from apparently “epistemological” claims about the mind to “ontological” claims about the nature of
the world. A case in point is the growing focus, in this period, on brain–mind relations. For
the study of the mind as a material entity becomes a paramount case of how epistemological issues come to be treated as issues to be resolved by studying the properties of certain
arrangements of matter (notably, minds and brains). Elsewhere, I have examined the cases
of Diderot and Bonnet in this story of how empiricism is reappropriated.2 Here, I focus on
a more Lockean trajectory as exempliﬁed in Joseph Priestley’s 1777 Disquisitions Relating
to Matter and Spirit. Locke, however, explicitly ruled out that his inquiry into the logic of
ideas amounted to a “physical consideration of the mind.”3 What does it mean, then, for
Priestley to present himself as continuing a Lockean tradition, while presenting mental
processes as tightly identiﬁed with “an organical structure such as that of the brain,”4
although he was not making a strict identity claim of, as we might understand it, post-Australian materialism?
Diﬀerently put, how does Priestley’s cerebral materialism shift the stage from the
Lockean treatment of mental life, which he presents as a major source and inspiration
of his work (along with the work of Newton and Hartley), given that the Lockean approach
explicitly brackets oﬀ all physical and speciﬁcally cerebral considerations?
First, for purposes of clariﬁcation as concerns materialism, I suggest a distinction
(which I’ve elaborated on more elsewhere, as has Falk Wunderlich5) between two kinds
of materialisms – cosmological (or ontological) and psychological – that is, materialism1
as a claim about the ultimate nature of the world and the entities that populate it, and
materialism2, a claim about brain–mind identities, which is by no means the invention
of adoptive Australian materialists in the 1960s or adoptive Californian neurophilosophers
in the 1980s. Now, the latter kind of materialism can seem quite straightforward: it is the
identiﬁcation of brain states and mental states. Lest this sound like an anachronistic, Australian-materialist sort of projection backwards onto early modern texts, consider these
statements from John Toland, Anthony Collins, and Priestley, spanning the eighteenth
century:
Whatever be the Principle of Thinking in Animals, yet it cannot be perform’d but by the
means of the Brain. We Men are conscious of no Thoughts, while the Functions of the
Brain are suspended […] and we observe no signs of Thought in any things that want a
Brain. (Toland)
That human consciousness or thinking is a mode of some generical power in matter, will, in
my opinion, seem evident to every man that consults his own experience […] thinking or
human consciousness begins, continues and ends, or has generation, succession and corruption like all other modes of matter. (Collins)
I rather think that the whole man is of some uniform composition, and that the property of
perception, as well as the other powers that are termed mental, is the result (whether necessary or not) of such an organical structure as that of the brain. (Priestley)6

Of course, however, these brain–mind identiﬁcations are not all of the same sort. One
diﬀerence that I ﬁnd signiﬁcant is the relation of such claims to a set of purported empirical evidence. Toland and Collins present the identity in very strictly conceptual terms, and
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it’s not for lack of possible empirical material (compare the neurophysiologies on oﬀer
from Malebranche, the anonymous L’Âme Matérielle, or of course Thomas Willis7):
there was a possible neurophysiology, or indeed, possible neurophysiologies at hand if
they had wanted to appeal to them, of which animal spirits is only the best-known case.
Indeed, it can be said of this period, connecting the end of the early modern and the
early Enlightenment, that it presents to us early and germinating neurophysiologies and
early and germinating materialisms, but the two never meet. The neurophysiologies
avoid or are indiﬀerent to fundamental philosophical considerations (Willis seems
remarkably unconcerned with the problem of materialism, including when he writes on
human and animal souls), and the materialisms seem surprisingly indiﬀerent to neurophysiological “evidence” (Collins, as I mentioned above, is quite able to argue for brain–mind
identity without appealing to any empirical evidence; in a kind of “conceptual analysis”).
Gary Hatﬁeld’s amusing but also precise diagnosis concerning a slightly diﬀerent period of
the Enlightenment seems to apply quite well here:
In the standard narrative, the heroes of the Enlightenment are materialists. If psychology is to
be made a science, the story goes, mind must be equated with matter and thereby rendered
subject to empirical investigation. The problem is that no one bothered to tell the early practitioners of natural scientiﬁc psychology that they had to be materialists in order to be natural
scientiﬁc psychologists.8

A second issue, pertaining more to the issue of philosophical traditions, is the posterity or
heritage of Locke; not the Locke of the thinking-matter hypothesis (a more metaphysical
problem in which he seems to me to be at least agnostic, although tending towards Nicholas Jolley’s reading9) but the associationist Locke, whose “psychology” was viewed as a
highly useful blueprint to be “actualized” or somehow empirically ﬁlled out by a variety
of ﬁrst-rank eighteenth-century thinkers, including Hartley, Charles Bonnet, and Priestley.
However, Locke might have said: “we have a problem.”
1.1. A Lockean neurophilosophy?
Locke, as is well known, ruled out quite strongly a reading of his project in terms of a materialist philosophy of mind. He doesn’t rule out such an approach as illegitimate or dangerous, but wants it to be understood that such is not the nature of his own project.10 Yet a
number of authors who one cannot suspect of materialism per se immediately disobey
Locke’s stricture and seek to put forth naturalized Lockean philosophies of mind – that
is, Lockean neurophilosophies of mind with an empirical basis – such as Hartley and
Bonnet (who we could describe as sketching out neuropsychologies), or with an additional
materialist commitment, such as in Priestley, and (in a more speciﬁcally medical context)
Le Camus and Cabanis.11 Such projects presented themselves as Lockean, yet sought to
experimentally investigate the logic and association of ideas, while nevertheless strongly
denying that they were materialist projects; unlike Priestley. That is, despite their
shared “connexionist” picture of the mind as a system of neural ﬁbers, vibrations, and
various versions of identity theories between these systems of resonating parts and the
association of ideas, only Priestley is willing to connect such a project to a materialist
ontology, connecting the functioning of ideas to a materialist substrate.12
What I refer to in the title of this essay as Priestley’s “Lockean problem” is just this: how
can one extend a model for investigating the mind in a cerebral-materialist direction when
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this model explicitly rejects this possibility? Priestley ignores Locke’s strictures against naturalistic explanation and overall ontological commitment, and reconstructs “Locke’s
system,” as he calls it, as a neurophilosophy:
The outlines of Mr Locke’s system are that the mind perceives all things that are external to it
by means of certain impressions, made upon the organs of sense; that those impressions are
conveyed by the nerves to the brain, and from the brain to the mind, where they are called
sensations, and when recollected are called ideas.13

In other words, for Priestley, “what was essential to the Lockean project […] was the
tracing of ideas to their source in sensation; and David Hartley’s Observations on Man
showed how this was to be done,”14 although this elegant phrasing leaves out the
crucial cerebral-materialist additions that Priestley supplies.
By contrast, Lockean empiricism was in no way either a program for science, an ancillary doorkeeper for a nascent philosophical materialism, or an analysis of the “logic of
ideas” which sought to relate their association and general functioning to processes in
the brain, as David Hartley notably tried to do in his 1749 Observations on Man with
its “vibratory” account of mind, in which small vibrations (“vibrunticles”) are impressed
in the solid ﬁlaments of the nerves by external objects, and these sensations are transmitted
by ætherial vibration to the inﬁnitesimal particles that make up the substance of the brain.
By their diﬀerences in degree, kind, and place, these vibrations represent diﬀerent primary
sensations, or “simple ideas” in the brain, which can become complex ideas through
associations with other chains of vibrations.15
Priestley was committed to an identity theory of mind and brain as the most fruitful
and least costly hypothesis but was also “happy to revise details of his ontology if necessary.”16 He considered that he was carrying on and in some sense actualizing (that is,
updating) Lockean psychology:
I ﬂatter myself therefore, that I may be doing some service to future inquirers, by endeavoring
to show that this new system has in it as little of truth, as it has of beauty, that we may safely
take up the subject, where Locke left it, and proceed to attend to what Dr. Hartley has done by
following his steps.17

But what then is the empirical basis of Priestley’s brain–mind materialism?

2. Shift towards a Priestleyan cerebral materialism
2.1. A vibratory model of mind
In his 1749 Observations on Man, the Unitarian minister and natural philosopher David
Hartley argued that “the uniformity and continuity of the white medullary substance of the
brain, spinal marrow, and nerves”18 was integral to the transmission of sensory images and
the formation of ideas. Priestley famously edited an abridged version of Hartley’s
Observations in 1775 (of Part I only) and reprinted just those sections of the voluminous
book dealing with the association of ideas, excluding all the parts that focus on the mechanics of nervous vibrations and religion (although it is rarely noted that Priestley agreed
with the latter; he discarded these portions of the book because he thought they would put
oﬀ most readers).19
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After brieﬂy crediting Descartes and Locke, Priestley praised Hartley in the following
terms, in his Examination of Reid: “Dr. Hartley […] has thrown more useful light upon
the theory of the mind than Newton did upon the theory of the natural world.”20
In the Introduction to the volume of Hartley that he edited, entitled “Hartley’s Theory
of the Human Mind,” as well as in other books published in the 1770s, Priestley
defends the idea that the Lockean taxonomy of ideas should be supplemented with the
inquiry into its material bases in order to provide a fully ﬂedged explanation of the functioning of men’s mind. Thus, he praises Hartley, but he also claims that his thought must
be purged from spurious, metaphysical assumptions, chieﬂy the immateriality of the
thinking principle, or mind.
More explicitly, Priestley endorses a Hartleyan vibratory model for neurophilosophy,
according to which “The diﬀerences of which vibrations aﬀecting the brain are capable
are suﬃcient to correspond to all the diﬀerences which we observe in our original ideas
or sensations”;21 vibrations being distinguishable according to their degree, kind, place,
and line of direction, closely following Hartley:
Also, one vibration having been suﬃciently impressed, it may be conceived that the region of
the brain aﬀected by it will retain a disposition to the same vibrations in presence of others: so
that these vibrations may take place from other causes than the original one.22

Because the nerves and the brain “are of the same substance, the aﬀection of a nerve during
the transmission of a sensation, and the aﬀection of the brain during the perceived presence of it, are probably the same.”23 Yet Priestley also adopts a deﬂationary approach to
some of Hartley’s ontological excesses:
Dr Hartley, who ascribes so much to matter, and so little to any thing immaterial in man
(nothing but the faculty of simple perception) yet supposes that there is something intermediate between the soul and the gross body, which he [calls] the inﬁnitesimal elementary
body.24

Priestley ﬁnds this unclear;25 the idea of a connection or communication between two
substances which have nothing in common is absurd. For him, “the mind is aﬀected
in consequence of the aﬀections of the body” just as “the body is liable to be reciprocally
aﬀected by the aﬀections of the mind”; “it is one and the same thing that is subject to
these aﬀections”;26 “the powers of sensation and thought are the necessary result of a
particular organization, as that sound is the necessary result of a particular concussion
of the air.”27
Hartley himself admits that his adherence to dualism is based on a postulate:
I am reduced to the necessity of making a postulatum at the entrance of my inquiries, which
precludes all possibility of proving the materiality of the soul from this theory afterwards.
Thus, I suppose […] that sensations arise in the soul from the motions excited in the medullary substance of the brain. […] However, this is not supposing matter to be endued with
sensation.28

Priestley, revealing himself to be a careful rather than a vulgar neurophilosopher, however,
also notes that it is a mistake to assume that the cerebral vibrations are the perceptions by
themselves: in addition to the “vibrating power,” the brain also possesses a “percipient or
sentient power,” although at times he presents sentience as simply “arising from” the
vibrations (and “the dispositions to vibrate”) in the brain.29
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2.2. Chemical bases for Priestley’s materialism
In the Introduction, Priestley argued that changes in understanding of chemistry meant
that far more subtle mechanisms could be used to explain the brain than the simpler
hydrostatic models used by early eighteenth-century physicians and philosophers of
mind of a materialist bent.30 Again, the question of which empirical bases a materialist
position is built on, in this period, is signiﬁcant, as is the related question of the possible
coherence between diﬀerent possible empirical bases (physics, chemistry, the neurophysiology of animal spirits, etc.); this also may remind us of the distinction I suggested at
the outset, between ontological and psychological materialism. By the later part of the
eighteenth century, important changes in matter theory, in particular Roger Boscovich’s
analysis of how matter could be construed as an active force as opposed to mere
passive extension brought into motion by external causes, made a materialist account of
mind all the more viable. For Boscovich, matter consists of points which, in addition to
the property of inertia, possess a
mutual active force depending on the distance in such a way that, if the distance is given, both
the magnitude & the direction of this force are given; but if the distance is altered, so also is
the force altered; & if the distance is diminished indeﬁnitely, the force is repulsive, & in fact
also increases indeﬁnitely.31

Priestley thought his active-matter materialism was empirically legitimated by Boscovich’s
deﬁnition of matter in terms of force and his rejection of the conception of matter as
passive and impenetrable; diﬀerent empirical bases produce diﬀerent species of activematter materialism; thus a materialism based on “physics” (vibrations; potentially Newtonian) will be diﬀerent from one formulating “laws of the mind” (based on the association
of ideas; Lockean). Thus he asserted that “matter is not the inert substance that it has been
supposed to be”; rather, “powers of attraction and repulsion are necessary to its very
being.”32 In other words, whatever we see and experience in the world of everyday life
is the result of the activity of material, microscopic particles, the interaction of which is
based on forces of attraction and repulsion. Besides Newton’s gravity, other powers
operate in the microscopic realm and create the cohesion of bigger clusters of material
aggregates that appear as impenetrable and inert bodies; inertia is not the deﬁning
feature of matter but the superﬁcial appearance of a dynamic subject.
Priestley also considered that his ideas on the brain – which I shall term his “neurophilosophy” as distinct from his speciﬁcally conceptual “materialism” – were an extension of
his work as a chemist on phlogiston:
My conjecture suggested (whether supported or not) by these facts, is, that animals have a
power of converting phlogiston, from the state in which they receive it in their nutriment,
into that state in which it is called the electrical ﬂuid; that the brain, besides its other
proper uses, is the greatest laboratory and repository for this purpose; that by means of
the nerves this great principle, thus exhaled, is directed into the muscles, and forces them
to act, in the same manner as they are forced into action when the electrical ﬂuid is
thrown into them ab extra.33

The new matter theory that Priestley advocated in order to defend his materialist
reduction of mental phenomena to modiﬁcations of brain substance, in the Disquisitions
Relating to Matter and Spirit (1777), involves a re-examination of the fundamental
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features of material particles in order to amend the common conception that they are inert
bits of a sluggish substance. He felt that recent scientiﬁc discoveries contributed to substantiate the thesis that matter is the subject of active powers and its constituents are
not as solid and impenetrable as gross bodies. For instance, electrical phenomena show
that matter can be easily penetrated and, thus, the appearance of macroscopic solids
must be the result of a force that counterbalances the power of attraction between
atoms (if attraction was the only source of the dynamics of penetrable matter, then the
universe would collapse in a single point, as Boscovich noted).34 One should note here
that a degree of ontological materialism (what I called materialism1 earlier) is being presupposed in the psychological (brain–mind) materialism. And, indeed, Priestley himself
treated his theory as a newer, updated form of ontological materialism, one in which
Hartley and Boscovich’s contributions enabled him to move beyond what he called
“gross materialism.”35
2.3. A cerebral materialism
It is important to see that this neurophilosophy Priestley is sketching out marks a clear
shift from Lockean sensationism to a naturalized, indeed cerebralized, model of mind
and its ontology. Recall that Locke stated that he would not “meddle” with “physical
considerations” about the mind; that is, physiological, neurophysiological, and neuropsychological considerations. Now, the ﬁrst section of Priestley’s Hartley book is a gloss
on the nihil est in intellectu quod non fuerit in sensu “slogan” of empiricism (“there is
nothing in the mind/understanding which was not ﬁrst in the senses”) and the “sentient
principle.”36 At times, Priestley seems to acknowledge that his approach involves actually displacing Locke’s conceptual framework. While Hartley (and, across the Channel,
Bonnet, at the same time as Priestley37) spoke of ﬁlling in the blanks left by Locke (which
leaves open the perennial question of whether Locke left it that way deliberately or not),
Priestley is no longer content to study the relation between sensation and knowledge, or
even the “organs of sense” and the mind; he turns his attention away from sensation to
the brain:
Afterwards [after a child is as grown up as to be able to inspect his own thinking] he ﬁnds that
his eye, his ear, and other organs of sense, cannot convey to him the knowledge of any thing,
unless there be a communication between these organs and the brain, by means of the nerves;
which convinces him that the immediate objects of his thoughts are not in the organs of sense
but in the brain, farther than which he is not able to trace any thing.38

And
Consequently, if there be no impression upon the brain, there can be no perception in the
mind; so that, upon any hypothesis that is consistent with known facts, there can be no
state of mind to which there is not a correspondent state of the brain; and, therefore, if
the brain itself can be the seat of feeling, or of consciousness, its feeling or consciousness
may be just as various and extensive as that of the independent mind itself could be.39

3. Features of Priestley’s materialism
Priestley’s materialism is committed to a notion of causal closure; it is “Newtonianfriendly”; it can be described, although the term is not in use in the period (it is generally
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attributed to George Henry Lewes in his comments on John Stuart Mill’s System of
Logic40), as “emergentist”; and it can be described as a “neurophilosophy.” As to the
ﬁrst, Priestley’s identity claim (about brain and mind) has a distinctive implication of
overall “causal closure,” which he speciﬁes as follows:
If universal concomitance be the foundation of all our reasoning concerning causes and
eﬀects, the organized brain of a man must be deemed to be the proper seat and immediate
cause of his sensation and thinking, as much as the inward part of a magnet, whatever that be,
is the cause of its power of attracting iron.41

Similar passages can be found in Disquisitions and Philosophical Necessity, but here the
assumption of constant conjunction as the basis for arguing for a necessary connection
between the brain and sensation/thought is stated very clearly. This theory of brain–
mind identity in necessitarian (or determinist form) not only impacts his understanding
of perception, in direct opposition to Reid’s,42 but also Priestley’s general doctrine of determinism (against free will). In his work devoted to this topic, the 1777 Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity Illustrated, motivation is causally bound to action like objects are
causally bound to ideas.
Priestley also considers that it is more certain that there are causal relations between
matter and mind than that the mind is or is not material43 (despite what I’ve referred
to as his ontologisation of Lockean sensationism). His discussion here, however, is also
“Newtonian” in several ways. As Alan Tapper has stressed in his work on Priestley,
Newton’s Rules for Philosophizing play a key role in the core set of arguments in Priestley’s Disquisitions: rather than arguing a posteriori from sensations to brain to brain–mind
identity, or from the causal closure of the physical world and its implications for mental
processes, as he does elsewhere, his real argument is based on Newton’s First Rule, which
he presents as “We need to admit no more causes of things than are suﬃcient to explain
appearances”; what this yields for his materialism2 is that the concept of soul, as it does not
explain any appearances, is ontologically redundant.44 (This is then a major topic in Reid’s
critique of Priestley.45)
More distinctively, and building on Anthony Collins’ ideas on the issue, Priestley’s
materialism is emergentist, as he holds that it is not the tiniest particles of matter which
can think, but their organized whole: “an organized system, which requires a considerable
mass of matter.”46 Priestley writes that
It is true, that it is impossible to divide a sphere so as to make it two spheres; but still the
matter of which it consists is strictly speaking, divisible, and the matter of it may be so disunited, that it shall entirely cease to be a sphere. So though that system of intelligence which
we call the soul of man, cannot be divided into two systems of intelligence, it may be divided,
or dissolved, as to become no system of intelligence at all,47

the sphere as a metaphorical way of explaining that the unity of consciousness is no
proof for the simplicity of its substance. This is almost exactly an example drawn
from Collins contra Clarke (the roundness of the circle does not result from the roundness of its parts, etc.).48 Priestley also uses an analogy that would have been familiar to
another materialist emergentist whose reﬂections on the brain are rather close in time to
Priestley’s (roughly, the 1770s),49 namely Diderot, although Priestley takes it from
Hartley:
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it may be said, that a whole may have properties which the parts have not, as sound may
proceed from the vibration of a string, the component particles of which could not
produce any, or as the faculty of thinking may be the result of a certain arrangement of
the parts of the brain, which separately have no thought.50

This vibrations metaphor was there earlier in the Examination:
The transferring of this comparison to the doctrine of ideas is very easy. If, as Dr Hartley
supposes, the nerves and brain be a vibrating substance, the analogy will hold very nearly;
all sensations and ideas being vibrations in that substance, and all that is properly
unknown in the business being the simple power in the mind to perceive, or be aﬀected
by, those vibrations. And if, as Locke and others suppose, matter itself may be indued
with that sentient power, even that diﬃculty […] is removed.51

More speciﬁcally,
my idea now is, that sensation and thought do necessarily result from the organization of the
brain, when the powers of mere life are given to the system. For I can easily conceive a perfect
man to be formed without life, that is, without respiration, or the circulation of the blood, or
whatever else it be in which life more properly consists, and consequently without every thing
necessarily depending upon life; but I cannot imagine that a human body, completely organized, and having life, would want sensation and thought. This I suppose to follow of course,
as much as the circulation of the blood follows respiration.52

Overall,
I rather think that the whole man is of some uniform composition, and that the property of
perception, as well as the other powers that are termed mental, is the result (whether necessary or not) of such an organical structure as that of the brain.53

I have not discussed here the theological dimensions that Priestley brings into play (in
keeping with the mortalist materialist tradition in England going back to William Coward
and others at the beginning of the eighteenth century).54 Suﬃce to say that, for him, this
“organic wholeness” of our being entails “that the whole man becomes extinct at death,
and that we have no hope of surviving the grave but what is derived from the scheme
of revelation.”55 Priestley, arguing here in classic materialist2 form (like Toland, Collins,
and Diderot), but with the explicit language of necessity, declares that he is “equally
certain that the brain is necessary to all perception, because if that be disordered, thinking
either intirely ceases, or is proportionally disturbed.”56
Lastly, one may ask why I anachronistically refer to Priestley as a neurophilosopher,
given that it is by no means a term of art of the late-eighteenth century (even if Priestley did emigrate to the United States). It, of course, refers generally to his intention to
continue the Hartleyan project of extending a Lockean psychology into the realm of the
cerebral. But more than just this general “whiﬀ of the cerebral,” one should consider a
snide but telling comment of Reid’s about Priestley, even if the notorious debate
between the two thinkers is not my topic here. Reid described Priestley to Richard
Price as “a man who has not yet learned to distinguish Vibrations from Ideas.”57
This claim of a category mistake being made is, of course, a classic, perhaps the
classic claim of antireductionists arguing from “the irreducibility of mental experience
to the material,” targeting any kind of materialist claim (whether eliminativist or
reductionist).58
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4. Conclusion
One should be clear that (Lockean) thinking matter is not a naturalistic concept that
opens onto a comparative, anatomico-functional or physiological study of brain and
mind, whether historically – this metaphysical problem was unnecessary or superﬂuous
in the development of such “neurophilosophical” investigations – or philosophically:
Locke rules it out.59 I am not downplaying the immense inﬂuence Locke’s ideas
(notably on the issue of thinking matter) had in the eighteenth century, but focusing
speciﬁcally on what an (unfaithful) Lockean neurophilosophy could have been, and
indeed was, in Priestley’s hands. Neither Hartley nor Priestley in England, neither Le
Camus nor Cabanis in France, were extending Locke’s project in a linear fashion, like
cutting along dotted lines. Non-naturalistic investigations of the mind like, say,
Thomas Reid’s are indeed just as much the unfolding of a Lockean study of the
“understanding.”
Similarly, there is no direct progression in the history of science from Lockean empiricism or forms of eighteenth-century materialism to the emergence of psychology as a
scientiﬁc discipline in the nineteenth century, not least as most treatises of Psychology
or Faculties of the mind (such as Wolﬀ’s or Reid’s, notably) were not materialist.60
Indeed, Reid reconstructed the core Lockean empiricist claim in order to present it –
pejoratively – as a “neurophilosophical” claim, in which the brain is a source of sensory
information. This was deﬁnitely not Locke’s intention or the content of his empiricism
(despite some curious cases in which he slips into the language of animal spirits that
went mostly unnoticed, but were spotted by John P. Wright and John Sutton in recent
decades),61 but it was Priestley’s.
What did Priestley invent, in his neurophilosophical way of being unfaithful to Locke?
Is it
.
.

a program for a science of mind; or
a new chapter in (philosophical) materialism?

These are diﬀerent in an obvious, categorical sense, but the distinction also raises problems for understanding Priestley because, for instance, his argument regarding causal
connection between matter and mind is presented as very distinct from the question of
the ultimate nature of the mind as material, and this distinction seems to cut across the
categorical or disciplinary distinction I suggested. It is diﬃcult to assess Priestley’s posterity in this regard because, as Yolton notes, his “fascinating suggestions were not taken up
and extended.”62 When there were increasingly naturalized pneumatologies, psychologies,
and otherwise “scientiﬁc” (causal, experimental) sciences of mind, they did not particularly seem to draw on Priestley’s original and scientiﬁcally informed version of a cerebral
materialism.63 As to his place in a yet-unwritten history of materialism, that is an even
more diﬃcult matter, compounded by the fact that materialism is, as Günther Mensching
has noted, a “discontinuous tradition.”64
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